
Technical Corrections

Please find below a list of the technical corrections made to the revised manuscript.

Johannes Horak

P01L03:
Correction of the phrasing in a sentence.

P01L25:
We added a missing “an” and rephrased so that “such” doesn’t occur twice in the same sentence.

P02L11:
We split a sentence in two.

P03L09:
We added the word “precipitation” to be more specific. This is a change resulting from a revision that 
clarified better that problems do not stem from comparing models to measurements, but only if those 
are isolated measurements without consideration of the underlying process. The resulting changes were
not carried over to this sentence.

P04L04:
While iterating the manuscript the word “time-dependent” was dropped from this sentence. At this 
point 3-D should have changed to 4-D, we have corrected this now.

P05L07:
We added a part to clarify since w’ and w are used interchangeably throughout the manuscript but it is 
never clearly stated (since w = W+w’ and, in linear theory, W = 0). 

P05L27:



Equation 10 erroneously stated (x,y)  B instead of (x,y)  L.∈ ∈

P05L29:
We corrected for better phrasing.

P06L04:
We removed remains from an iteration of the manuscript between submission and revision.

P11L01:
We rephrased to add references to the equations in the manuscript and removed the reference to 
Gutmann et al. (2016) since the equation is now introduced in our revised manuscript.

P13L19:
We corrected term “group” to “species” since this is the term introduced in context with the 
microphysics scheme in Section 2.1.

P15L32:
We added local time since the abbreviation LT is never introduced.

P16L14:
We corrected “south-north” to the correct specification “north-south”.

P19L21:
We corrected a non subscripted v to a subscript v.

P21 Caption of Figure 3:



We corrected the indicated contour spacings, they erroneously listed the intervals of the filled contours 
that are already shown in the colorbars. However, they should state the intervals of the violet to teal 
contour lines, which they now do.

P22 Figure 4:
We corrected the y-axis label. This is in response to a previous reviewer comment that was addressed in
the text. However, the y-axis label in the Figure was not adjusted, it previously read “horizontally 
averaged MAE (K), now it is “MAE in dependence of elevation (K)”

P30 Figure 10:
We slightly adjusted some label positions in Figure 10 and made adjustments so that the isentrope 
labels are now not crossed out by the isentropes anymore. The changes are highlighted with orange 
circles in the “Previous Figure 10” farther below.

Updated Figure 10:



Previous Figure 10:

P30 Figure 10:
We adjusted the title of Figure 13f. It was previously erroneously “f) ICAR-N – ICAR-O4km” and now 
correctly states “ f) ICAR-N – ICAR-O15.2km” (orange highlight in text indicates the change).

P38L35:
We adjusted the phrasing to avoid double brackets.

P39L07:
We added a missing unit

P41L07:
Corrected a spelling error

P41L11:
We rephrased for clarity.
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